Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Adventure
Course

Climb to new heights on the
28 foot wall and zip down a
250 ft. zipline.

Climb to new heights on the
28 foot wall and zip down a
250 ft. zipline.

Climb to new heights on
the 28 foot wall and zip
down a 250 ft. zipline.

Climb to new heights on the
28 foot wall and zip down a
250 ft. zipline.

Archery

Shoot Straight & Be Safe
Get in touch with your inner
Robin Hood!

Balloon Targets
Ready, Aim, Pop!

Survival Game
Shoot straight to stay in the
game !

Ready…Aim…Shoot!
Be on target to earn the
prize!

Arts & Crafts

Graffiti Art
Create street art on bricks
and canvas

Architecture 3-D Art
Using recycled material,
create a model of a favorite
place in camp you love

Sewing
Create original creatures,
pencil cases, bookmarks,
and more

Set Designs
Learn how to draw and paint
sets for the Theater Arts
productions

Basketball

1 on 1 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

2 on 2 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

3 on 3 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

4 on 4 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

Ceramics

Cup Cake Wars
Create a vessel & lid to look like
a cupcake of your design

Dream Catcher
Design a slab into a unique
dream catcher

Tea for Two
Create a tea pot & two mugs
for afternoon tea with a friend

Ceramic Speaker
Create a clay speaker for your
music device

Chess

Premier Chess
Beginners and Intermediates
can learn strategy from a
professional player

Fencing

Sheridan Fencing
En Garde! Get ready to learn
speed & balance through games
& exercises while Fencing

Movie Making

Music Video
Groups create a music video for
a song

Reverse Remake – Remake a
movie by acting out the
opposite of the original plot

Deerkill Police
Create a classic cops & robbers
tale with heists & chases

DKTV
Create a show and the
commercials

Photography

Fantasy
Create impossible illusions with
photos of subjects in a variety of
fun settings with a green screen
technique

Documentary Photos
Tell a story with your images

Seeing Double
Clone yourself, distort images,
no limit to your imagination

Inspired
Learn about famous photographers and choose a style that
inspires you

Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal,
and World Cup Soccer

Coed -Drop Zone, 3 Goal,
and World Cup Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal,
and World Cup Soccer

GIRLS ONLY
Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and
World Cup Soccer

Softball

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a
base and play in skills
contests and tournaments

Technology Lab

Makey Makey – Reinvent the
world…make a piano out of a
banana, controls out of play-doh
or use a fork as a mouse

First Science Club
Storytelling
Use Computer Science to tell
fun & interactive stories

Lego Robotics
Create and program your own
robot to perform tasks and
solve problems

Podcasting
Be one of the 1st to Podcast
Deerkill style. Report on Camp
traditions, conduct interviews,
and share memories

Theater Arts

Audition Workshop
Find just the right song to show
off your vocal talents. You’ll be
ready for your school play
auditions by the end of the
week!

Fiddler on the Roof
We will perform scenes and
songs from Fiddler on the
Roof. Actors and singers
needed.

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)
Fitting In: Numbers from Dear
Evan Hanson, the 25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee,
and 13 the Musical

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)
Fitting In: Numbers from Dear
Evan Hanson, the 25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling Bee, and
13 the Musical

Woodworking

Build a Breakfast in Bed Tray or
create an original design

Build a Maze Puzzle Game or
create an original design

Build a Bean Bag Toss Game or
build a project of your choice

Build a Worm Farm or create
your own original design

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Adventure
Course

Climb to new heights on the 28 foot
wall and zip down a 250 ft. zipline

Climb to new heights on the 28 foot
wall and zip down a 250 ft. zipline

Climb to new heights on the 28 foot
wall and zip down a 250 ft. zipline

Archery

Cup Shooting
Challenge yourself by shooting into
a cup on the target

Shooting Stars
Try your hand at shooting
the smallest star!

Final Archery Tournament
Your chance to show off your skills!

Arts & Crafts

Crazy Candles
Make your own candle creations
with scents, gems and more

NO A & C Quest
All groups will be
Tie Dying shirts

Metal Marvels
Make your own superhero out of steel
and add an amulet of power

Basketball

3 on 3 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

4 on 4 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

5 on 5 Tournament,
Knockout & Skills

Ceramics

Clay Impressions
Create a curvy drape bowl with
nature impressions

Ceramic Creatures
start with a wheel pot and turn it
into a creature

Pop Art Face Mask
Create a face mask in the Pop Art Style

Chess

Premier Chess
Beginners and Intermediates can learn
strategy from a professional player
Sheridan Fencing
En Garde! Get ready to learn speed &
balance through games & exercises while
Fencing

Fencing
Movie Making

Horror - create a movie about waking up
in a world without Wi-Fi

Comedy - Create a well-thought out but
silly movie about a plot of group’s
choosing

Camp Life - Capture camp life and share
your favorite summer moments

Photography

Elements 101
Introduction to the elements of art &
design

Portrait Mode
Who doesn’t love to take a selfie?
Direct your own fun pics with friends

Underwater Photos
Have fun cooling off in the pool while
experimenting with the underwater
camera

Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and
World Cup Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and
World Cup Soccer

Coed - Drop Zone, 3 Goal, and
World Cup Soccer

Softball

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a base and
play in skills contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a base and
play in skills contests and tournaments

Hit, throw, bunt, catch, steal a base and
play in skills contests and tournaments

First Computer Science Club

gramming skills

Animations
Help your imagination come to life with
computer animations. Create your own
animations, set it to music, add a voice
over; there are no limits.

Theater Arts

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)
Summertime: Sun & Summer numbers
Hair, Grease, Frozen, & Mamma Mia

Porchlight Production
(2 week commitment)
Summertime: Sun & Summer numbers
Hair, Grease, Frozen, & Mamma Mia

You Gotta Have Heart” (Damn Yankee)
Through simple staging the group
performance will be Talent Show ready by
Friday!

Woodworking

Build and stain a Multi-Colored Checkerboard or your own design

Build a Candy/Gumball machine or a
project of your own design

Create a Key Chain Holder or create your
own original design

Technology Lab

Music & Sound
Lego Robotics
Create and program your own robot Use the computer to play musical notes &
to perform tasks and solve problems create music videos while learning pro-

